
Garden Hoses

Reminder to keep hoses in gardens and out

of pathways and grass.

Garden hoses may run along the edge of

gardens but must not run across the main

pathway or in the grass.

Garden Pathways

View in browser

BFCG JUNE NEWSLETTER

Welcome to the June Newsletter. The members of the Ben Franklin Community

Garden Committee would like to welcome back our returning gardeners and

celebrate the arrival of the many new members to our garden community. We

hope that you are enjoying your gardening experience and finding solace in being

a steward of the land--nurturing and being nourished. We appreciate the

cooperation everyone has made to the adjustments we implemented this year

and look forward to a continued spirit of good will and collaboration. It has been

wonderful to see all the smiling faces, and a few healthy grunts and groans, that

go along with caring and maintaining our community garden.

Garden News



At this time we do not have wood chips to

cover main pathways. It is your

responsibility to keep main pathways clear

of weeds.

Be sure to maintain the paths next to your

garden. They need to be clear of all weeds

and obstructions.

Regular weekly weeding is suggested to

maintain a clear pathway.

Personal Garden

Be sure to maintain the weeds in your

garden. If you need some tips on this you

can ask your garden neighbor or a

committee member. The best practice is to

visit your garden at least once a week to

maintain it properly.

Creative Ideas
You are required to complete

5 volunteer hours (or make

an appropriate donation)

each year. We are open to

creative suggestions and look

forward to your ideas. Areas

that we can use assistance

include: fund raising ideas,

general maintenance

Volunteers
Throughout the year we will

be looking for volunteers for

various tasks that are needed

to maintain the overall

garden property. Members of

the Garden Committee and

the Garden Attendant will be

contacting you or there will

be a post on the door to the



(carpentry, plumbing),

outreach to corporations that

can make donations, staging

creative events in the garden

(when possible) and any of

your ideas not listed here that

we can consider.

garden shed with tasks that

will need volunteers. Please

be generous with your time.

Donating Produce
As a Community Garden, we

typically donate about 5,000

pounds of produce to Hunger

Centers each year. This year

there is likely to be an even

greater need. Please be

generous with your donations

as a way of giving back for

what you have received in

your garden experience.

Help
We are seeking a source for

wood chips this year. If you

are aware of a source that can

deliver a few loads please

alert us.

Composting

Did you know we compost at the garden. We have several bins for composting. In fact

Metropolitan Coffee gives us all their used coffee grinds

If you ever wondered about composting or how to start composting at home. Tri-C offers a

great webinar to learn. Link is below. Be sure to scroll down to COMPOSTING.

If you bring your veggie, fruit scrapes, or coffee grinds to the garden for composting please

place them in the marked bin. ALL scrapes must be animal by-product free.

Tri-C Webinar
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